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ABSTRACT 

Analytical foundations are laid down for evaluating the 
performance of dish-Brayton power systems. The dish-Brayton power 
system analyzed here included three subsystems as part of the system: 
collector, receiver, and engine. This groundwork includes various 
assumptions and approximations that were used in developing the 
subsystem models and integrating them to a system model. Such a 
system model, apart from being able to evaluate the performance of the 
system, can be used in analyzing the system to delineate the effect of 
possible advanced technology improvements on overall system 
performance. 

Based on the above analytical foundations, models are developed 
for collector, receiver, and engine subsystems. These models are 
integrated via a computer code to obtain a system model of the 
dish-Brayton power module. The design variables and operating 
variables of the various components are used as input to the model. 
The model evaluates system efficiency in terms of subsystem 
characteristics and determines optimum system efficiency for each set 
of subsystem characteristics. 

The computer model is structured such that the various operating 
conditions and the component variables are input to the code. This 
flexibility of the computer code is well suited for performing a 
sensitivity analysis which will show the effect of input variables on 
system efficiency. Such an analysis is expected to indicate those 
areas of the power system which have greatest potential for system 
efficiency improvement. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

This report presents the analytical foundations that are 
required for evaluating the performance of a dish-Brayton system 
(DBS). These foundations are the basis for developing a computer 
model which is capable of simulating steady-state performance of the 
dish-Brayton system. The dish-Brayton system studied in this work 
consists of the following three elements: 

(1) Point-focusing parabolic dish concentrator 

(2) Cavity receiver 

(3) Brayton cycle engine (gas turbine) 

The point-focusing parabolic dish concentrator (henceforth 
referred to as dish) system consists of a reflective surface for 
focusing the incident solar insolation (sunlight), a structure to 
support the reflective surface and a tracking mechanism. Due to 
imperfections of the dish surface, the reflected insolation at the 
focus will be spread over a larger area than that of a perfect optical 
surface. A cavity receiver located at the focus of the dish collects 
this reflected insolation. The reflected solar energy enters the 
receiver cavity through a circular aperture which is located at the 
the focal plane of the dish. The solar energy collected by the cavity 
receiver is transferred to the Brayton engine through a heat exchanger 
located in the receiver. Depending on the type of gas turbine 
utilized (open or closed cycle) the same heat transfer fluid may be 
used as working fluid for the engine. This thermal energy drives the 
Brayton engine which in turn drives a generator or an alternator to 
produce electricity. 

The Brayton cycle engines are very well suited for applications 
with dish systems from two considerations: high performance of the 
Brayton engine at elevated temperatures, and compactness of the 
Brayton engine for a given rating. The dish system has high optical 
collection efficiency and high temperature attainability; this suits 
the Brayton engine well. In the past, the development of smaller 
sized (below 150 hp) Brayton engine has been hindered by the lower 
performance of the engine due to leakage and pressure losses. Also, 
operating temperatures were limited since blade cooling techniques 
were not considered to be practical for small engines. Follow on 
studies to be made with the computer model are expected to point out 
the potential for improving the performance of small Brayton engines 
in terms of improved component performance and operation at higher 
temperatures through use of ceramic materials. 

The study includes the thermodynamic analysis of the various 
components which compose the power system. The approach which has 
been adopted in this analysis has been to create a parametric 
characterization of the various system components. The parametric 
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characterization was then used to develop a model which simulates the 
thermodynamic performance of the system. This will allow the 
component characteristics of the power system tobe individually 
optimized in order to identify the best combined system performance 
where the system model accounts for the interactions among 
components. The results of this activity allow a sensitivity analysis 
to be performed which will determine the most potentially productive 
areas for future research and development activity. The computer 
model developed in this study is capable of evaluating the performance 
of both the open and closed Brayton cycle system with a variety of 
working fluids. 
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A. OVERVIEW 

SECTION II 

CONCENTRATOR CHARACTERIZATION 

The concentrator reflects the sun's energy toward its focal 
point where the concentrated solar energy will enter the receiver and 
be available for conversion into useful work. The performance of the 
solar receiver at a specified receiver temperature, as measured either 
in terms of useful output or efficiency, improves with increases in 
the quantity of energy which it receives from the concentrator. 
Furthermore,it has been found that the quality of the concentrator 
reflecting surface is the predominant factor which governs receiver 
reradiation losses; a high quality surface is able to reflect the flux 
through a small receiver aperture having corresponding small 
reradiation losses. 

A point-focusing parabolic dish has been selected as the type of 
solar concentrator to be evaluated in this study. This type of 
collector is well suited for operation with a gas turbine due to its 
high optical collection efficiency and ability to produce high 
temperatures. These high temperatures are ideally suited to the 
Brayton engine which requires high temperature for efficient 
operation. Point-focusing parabolic dish concentrators possess 
stringent pointing accuracy requirements which necessitate that such a 
system be equipped with a control system capability of two-axis 
tracking of the sun to ensure the correct orientation of the sun dish 
relative to the sun in order to obtain the maximum solar radiation. 

This section of the report will describe the method by which the 
quantity of solar energy that will enter the receiver from the 
concentrator is determined. For the purpose of assisting in this 
description, a simplified sketch of the collector system is shown in 
Figure 2-1. A solar collector is defined as being comprised of a 
concentrator and a receiver as well as their attendant foundation, 
structure, and control mechanism. 

B. FLUX DISTRIBUTION 

A point focusing solar concentrator receives solar energy 
(insolation) from the sun and produces an intensified solar flux 
distribution at the focal plane of the concentrator. In this study a 
representative value of 800 W/m2 or 74.324 W/ft 2 is used for the 
insolation incident on the concentrator. 

The approach used in this analysis assumes that a radially 
symmetric solar flux distribution is produced at the concentrator 
focal plane as a result of the sun's finite image and the various 
reflector errors. The definition of a radially symmetric distribution 
is one that is a function only of the radial distance from its center 
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Figure 2-1 Simplified Sketch of Solar Collector 

and is not dependent upon the angular displacement. Consequently any 
slice through the center of the flux distribution will be identical 
with any other slice. Furthermore if a relatively high quality 
concentrator is aimed directly at the sun, the resultant flux 
distribution tends to be approximately Gaussian with a standard 
deviation of o-G. Since the assumption of a Gaussian flux 
distribution is accepted fairly extensively in the literature and 
greatly simplifies the analysis, it is henceforth employed in this 
study. 

The most significant parameter which affects the flux 
distribution is the slope error of the concentrator which can be 
related to the standard deviation O'"G· This aspect will be dealt 
with later in this report. 

The quantity of concentrated solar energy which is represented 
by the flux distribution is a function of the insolation, INS, 
incident upon the concentrator, the concentrator surface area (Ac), 
and the solar reflectivity of the concentrator surface (Pc) and can 
be expressed by the following equation: 

By using the previously given value for the insolation, a 10 
meter parabolic dish with a surface reflectivity of 0.8 has a value of 
Qcon equal to 50,265 watts. Having evaluated Qcon, the next 
essential step is the determination of the quantity of concentrated 
solar energy, QAr, which is accepted by the receiver located at the 
focal plane of the concentrator. By momentarily ignoring the presence 
of tracking and reflecting errors, it can be seen that if the radius 
of the receiver aperture is quite large, say 30-G to 40-G where O'"G 
was previously defined as a standard deviation of the Gaussian flux 
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distribution, then virtually all of the concentrated energy will be 
received. However, if the aperture radius is small, say 1 CTc, or if 
the flux distribution is not centered in the aperture of the receiver 
(due to pointing errors), then the total received energy, QAr, will 
be noticeably less than Qcon· 

The relationship of Qcon and QAI as a function of the solar 
flux distribution is shown in Figure 2-2 in terms of the dimensionless 
parameter, RA/DC, where RA is the radius of the receiver aperture and 
DC is the concentrator dish diameter. 

RA/DC 

Figure 2-2 Solar Flux Distribution 

C. OPTICAL ERROR 

As was previously mentioned, optical errors which are a result 
of imperfect concentrator reflective surfaces are the predominant 
factors to be considered in the production of the focal plane solar 
flux distribution. Consequently the quality of the concentrator 
reflecting surface tends to be an important factor which influences 
the cost of the concentrator since the surface accuracy is governed by 
manufacturing tolerance which is in turn directly related to the 
construction cost. 

These optical errors include slope errors, contour errors, and 
specular errors. Slope errors are defined as relatively small local 
deviations in the slope of the reflective surface. Contour errors are 
larger deviations than slope errors and are usually a result of 
inadequate structural support or dynamic deflections. Specular errors 
have the effect of spreading the concent.rated light beams and are a 
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result of the quality of the reflective material which is utilized. 
The surface error of the reflective surface is defined as the angular 
deviation of the surface normal from that of a perfect geometry; it 
includes both the slope errors and the contour errors. 

The primary effect which results from these errors is the 
spreading of the solar flux distribution which is generated at the 
focal plane of the concentrator. Consequently as the flux 
distribution is enlarged, a greater receiver aperture is necessary in 
order to gather a given percentage of the total flux and the geometric 
concentration ratio (concentrator area/receiver aperture area) of the 
collector is reduced. 

The literature illustrates that, because of the highly 
interactive relationship between the quality of the concentrator and 
the characteristics of the heat engine, any reduction of the optical 
surface errors always results in an improvement of the performance of 
the system. Furthermore the performance improvement becomes more 
significant as the temperature increases. 

The previous work performed by Hughes (Ref. 1 and 2) and Poon 
(Ref. 3) was essential in analytically determining the effect of the 
reflective surface slope error upon the quantity of concentrated solar 
flux which is gathered through the receiver aperture. Their work 
consisted essentially of the following basic steps: 

(1) The solar flux intensity for various concentrator slope 
errors, <J s, was plotted against radial distance 
normalized to concentrator diameter ratio, (RA/DC). 

(2) These plots of flux distribution were curve-fitted in 
order to obtain the normalized Gaussian flux distribution 
and to determine the standard deviation, <JG· 

(3) The values for aG were then used to calculate the 
intercept factor ( cJ, ) • 

The effect of specular spreading can be included in the 
calculation of intercept factor by using_ an equivalent error. This 
equivalent error is calculated by (Ref. 9): 

where: 

specular spreading error 

equivalent error 
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To include the specular spreading effect in the calculation of 
intercept factor, ~eq is used in step (1) in the place of Us of the 
above procedure. 

D. POINTING ERROR 

An additional error mechanism which is present in all solar 
collector systems is the pointing error ( o ), which is defined as the 
angular offset difference between the center of the receiver aperture 
and the center of the solar flux distribution generated by the 
concentrator. Included within this category of errors are relatively 
constant or slowly time varying sources of inaccuracy such as 
atmospheric refraction and misalignments. Other errors within this 
class are of a more transient nature and can be originated by wind 
load deflections and control system hysteresis. Nevertheless, the 
pointing error must be interpreted as being the instantaneous value, 
and it may indeed vary with time. 

Except in an ideal case, the geometrical center of the receiver 
aperture does not coincide with the center of the generated solar flux 
image due to the concentrator pointing error. An illustration of this 
phenomenon is given in Figure 2-3. Consequently, an increase in 
pointing error results in a smaller quantity of energy being directed 
through the receiver aperture. Obviously, the presence of a pointing 
error then represents lost energy, and it is advantageous to determine 
the cost effective limits of minimizing this error by such means as 
more precise sensing, more frequent calibration, and decreasing the 
mechanical errors in the control system gears and motors. 

Solar Flux Distribution 

Receiver Aperture 

Lost Energy 

Figure 2-3 Concentrator Pointing Error ( o ) 
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As a result of the previous discussion, it can be seen that 
pointing or tracking errors are distinct from the class of errors due 
to optical deficiencies (i.e. slope, contour, and specular errors). 
The optical errors are responsible for determining the resultant shape 
of the solar flux distribution at the focal plane of the concentrator, 
while the pointing error (for values less than approximately 1°) 
merely varies its locational relationship to the receiver aperture 
which changes only the intercept factor (~)resulting in reduced 
efficiency. 

Each given control system will have an inherent pointing error 
behavior and this characteristic will affect only the value of the 
intercept factor. A rigorous analysis of the pointing error is given 
by Hughes (Ref. 1 and 2). Using existing control techniques, pointing 
errors can be made small compared to optical surface errors. 
Therefore, for the purpose of this analysis which is the computer 
modeling and optimization of the collector system (concentrator, 
receiver, heat engine, etc.), the value of the pointing error is 
assumed to be zero ( 8 = 0). This is a valid simplification 
considering that present study goals are not inclusive of the tracking 
or control scheme to be employed. 

E. INTERCEPT FACTOR 

The intercept factor ( <p) is a term quantifying the percentage 
of concentrated solar energy that actually enters the receiver (QAI) 
and is subsequently available for further energy conversion. The 
accepted value of the intercept factor is a statistical expression 
that is a function of the long term average pointing errors from the 
control system ( 8), the radius of the receiver aperture (RA), and the 
standard deviation of the solar flux distribution ( CJ c). As was 
previously described, a principal assumption that was made to simplify 
the derivation of the intercept factor is that the solar flux 
distribution which is created by the concentrator reflective surface 
is Gaussian at the focal plane. 

The equation for the intercept factor in consideration of the 
assumptions given can be expressed as follows: 

<p=l-e when 8 (pointing error) = 0 

If the size of the receiver aperture is small in relation to the 
concentrated flux distribution or if the midpoint of the flux 
distribution does not coincide with the geometric center of the 
receiver aperture, then the total quantity of energy entering the 
aperture will be perceptibly less than the ideal (100 percent). The 
percentage of energy which is actually captured in the receiver is 
defined as the intercept factor. Obviously the performance of the 
receiver is directly related to the intercept factor, and the equation 
that represents the quantity of energy that enters the receiver from 
the concentrator can be given as follows: 
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In conclusion, for a selected receiver temperature it should be 
noted that the intercept factor (~)reflects the effect of complex 
optics and tracking on the determination of the energy entering the 
receiver. 
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A. OVERVIEW 

SECTION III 

RECEIVER CHARACTERIZATION 

The amount of solar thermal energy collected at the cavity 
receiver and transferred to the transport fluid is significantly 
influenced by the receiver characteristics. The major parameters of 
the receiver influencing its efficiency (defined by the ratio of solar 
energy entering the cavity to the thermal energy transferred to the 
transport fluid) are: the receiver configuration, aperture diameter, 
receiver innerwall properties, and receiver insulation. Two receiver 
configurations were analyzed in this study - conical and cylindrical. 
The cylindrical receiver is analyzed in greater detail. 

B. RECEIVER CONFIGURATIONS 

A major portion of heat loss from the receiver is through the 
aperture opening. In the actual design of the receiver, the receiver 
configuration is chosen based upon the ease of construction and its 
ability to achieve the highest possible efficiency for a given 
aperture diameter. 

The conical configuration is simpler from the point of 
calculating the quantity of reflected radiant energy from the walls 
escaping through the aperture. However, most of the studies (Garrett 
(Ref. 4) and others) indicate that a cylindrical configuration is the 
most suitable from the aspect of receiver construction. 

In the case of a cylindrical configuration, the solar flux 
incident on the cavity walls is affected by the ratio of cylinder 
height to diameter. For the parabolic dish considered in this study 
the ratio of dish focal length to dish diameter (f/DC) is 0.6. The 
cylindrical receiver analyzed in this work has a ratio of 0.5 for its 
height to diameter. For this dish-receiver configuration, most of the 
solar flux entering the cavity will be incident only on the bottom 
wall of the receiver. The heat transfer fluid removes the heat from 
the receiver by passing through the heat exchanger located near the 
bottom wall. A schematic of the receiver with the incident solar flux 
is shown in Figure 3-1. 

A change in the value of cylinder height to diameter ratio for a 
given dish configuration affects the flux distribution on the receiver 
walls. For ratios smaller than that of the dish (f/DC), all of the 
solar flux will be incident on a small portion of the bottom wall. 
Whereas for larger ratios the solar flux will be incident on both the 
bottom wall and the side wall. One advantage of containing the 
incident solar flux within the bottom wall is the resulting lower 
temperatures of the side walls; at lower temperatures the radiation 
heat loss from the side walls will be smaller. 
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Figure 3-1. Receiver Schematic 

C. HEAT LOSSES IN THE RECEIVER 

The heat losses in the receiver can be classified into three 
groups: radiative losses from inner walls through the aperture, 
radiative and convective heat losses from receiver outer walls, and 
convective heat loss through the aperture. 

1. Radiative Heat Losses Through Cavity Aperture 

The radiative heat losses through the aperture from the cavity 
walls are evaluated from the view factors and radiosities of the 
walls. For the purpose of evaluating these factors the inner surface 
of the cavity is divided into three parts - bottom wall, side wall, 
and top surface around the aperture. Three basic view factors are 
computed and used for calculating all of the view factors between the 
three surfaces. The three basic view factors are: between bottom 
wall and aperture, between bottom wall and aperture plus the top ring, 
and between side wall and the aperture plus the top ring. The view 
factors between bottom wall and aperture and between bottom wall and 
aperture plus the top ring are given by: 

Fba = 0.5 (xl -vxi - 4E
2 02) 
1 

F = 0.5 (x2 -vx; 4E2 02) 
bat 2 

where: 

Fba = view factor from bottom wall to aperture 

Fbat = view factor from bottom wall to aperture and top 

Xl = [1 + (1 + Ei) 02] 
E1 = ratio of aperture radius to cavity height, RA/H 

0 = ratio of cavity height to cavity radius, H/RB 

12 
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= 

ratio of cavity radius to cavity height 

The view factor between side wall and aperture is given by: 

H 

F = 2 RB
2 f sa 

y dy 

0 

The above three view factors are used (along with the 
reciprocity law and the relationship that the sum of the view factors 
for a surface inside the cavity is unity) for evaluating the remaining 
view factors for the receiver surfaces. An energy balance equation is 
written for each of the three surfaces in terms of radiosities. The 
resulting three simultaneous equations in terms of surface radiosities 
are as follows: 

where: 

(-¾/Pb) Jb + (As Fsb) Js + (At Ftb) Jt = Ab Eb/Pb - QAI 

(A_ Fbs) Jb - (As (1-F )/p) J + (A F ) J = 0 -o ss s s t ts t 

F·. l.J 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

surface area of bottom, side, and top 
ring of the cavity 

radiosities of three surfaces 

reflectance of three surfaces 

view factor from surface i to surface j, 
b: bottom wall, s: side wall, t: top ring 

emitted energy from the bottom wall, T: 

emissivity of the walls 

solar energy entering the cavity 
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In writing the last two equations, it is assumed that the 
incident energy, G, on the surface is equal to radiosity, J. This 
relation approximately holds for cavity walls whose exterior sides are 
well insulated. The simultaneous equations are solved for 
radiosities; the radiative heat loss through the aperture is 
calculated from: 

2. Radiative and Convective Heat Losses from the Outer Walls 

The heat losses from the outer walls of the receiver consist of 
two parts: convective losses and radiative losses. In Figure 3-2, a 
circuit analogy of the various heat losses from the receiver walls is 
shown. 

Conduction 

T t/kAm 
~/VI.,,_ __ (.. 

qk 

Convection 
1/h,, A,, Too 

---~ 

(T 
WO 

qc 

Radiation 

qr 
~Too 

- T )/Ao0-€(T 4 - T 4) 
oo WO oo 

A 0 - Rec. outer wall area 
Am - Rec. mean wall area 
€ - Surface emissivity 
a - Boltzmann constant 
t - Rec. wall insulation 

thickness 
k - Thermal conductivity 

of insulation 
ho - Rec. outer wall heat 

transfer coefficient 

Figure 3-2. Receiver Wall Heat Losses 

The wall temperature, Tw0 , is calculated from the equation: 

+ 

where: 

qk = conductive heat loss 
qc = convective heat loss 
qr = radiative heat loss 

Uk, Uc, Ur = conductive, convective and radiative 
heat loss coefficients 

Tree = receiver bottom wall temperature 
Too ambient temperature 
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The radiative and convective heat losses from the wall are given 
by: 

3. Convective Heat Loss Through the Aperture 

The convective heat loss through the aperture cannot be easily 
described in an analytical form. In the present study convective heat 
loss through the receiver aperture is calculated by using the relation 
(based on the aperture area, Ref. 5): 

where Q1v is the convective heat loss, Aap the aperture area, and 
hv is the convective heat loss coefficient. The convective heat 
loss coefficient, hv, is the sum of the natural convective heat 
transfer coefficient, hvn, and the forced convective heat transfer 
coefficient, hvf• These convection coefficients are given by the 
correlations: 

hvn = 0.0013 (Tree - T 00 ) 1/3 

hvf = 0.002 V 

where hvn and hvf are in kW/m2 0 c, Tree and T00 are in °c, 
and V, the wind velocity (assumed here to be 2m/sec). 

The total heat loss from the receiver is the sum of the 
following: radiative heat loss through the aperture, radiative heat 
loss from the outer wall, convective heat loss from the outer wall, 
and convective heat loss through the aperture. 

D. OPTIMIZATION FOR APERTURE RADIUS 

The amount of solar energy that enters the receiver cavity, for 
a given dish with a specified slope error, depends on the aperture 
diameter. In Figure 2-2 it was shown that for smaller aperture 
openings a lesser amount of solar energy enters the cavity. At the 
same time it was shown in Section III-C.3 that for larger aperture 
openings, a greater amount of heat was lost by radiation through the 
aperture opening. The present computer model is constructed such that 
an optimization procedure is used for choosing the aperture radius. 
In this scheme, the aperture radius is reduced in steps, and the 
receiver performance is evaluated. The receiver efficiency is defined 
by: 

Tl = rec 
QAI - QAO - QL - QLV 

QCOL 
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where: 

= 
= 

= 

solar energy collected by the dish 
solar energy entering the cavity 
radiative heat loss through the aperture 
opening 
convective and radiative heat loss from 
receiver outer surface 
convective heat loss through aperture opening 

When the aperture diameter is reduced, both QAI and QAo 
decrease for a given value of QcoL· In the above optimization 
scheme, the optimum aperture size is that at which the receiver 
efficiency is the highest. 

E. TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION IN THE CAVITY 

The temperature distribution in the cavity is affected by the 
receiver configuration along with the cavity surface properties and 
the aperture size. The manner in which the transport fluid removes 
the heat from the receiver also affects the temperature distribution 
in the receiver. For receivers where the heat transfer fluid enters 
near the cavity aperture opening and exits at the bottom wall, the 
temperature difference between the surfaces could be as high as 
800°F; the highest temperatures will be reached at the bottom wall 
which is designed as a reradiating surface. 

For the receiver used in the present study, all the solar flux 
entering the cavity is incident on the bottom wall; the heat from the 
receiver is assumed to be removed from the bottom wall. 

For the purpose of evaluating the radiosities of the cavity 
walls, the bottom wall of the receiver is assumed to be maintained at 
a constant temperature, Tree· The radiosities and, hence, the wall 
temperatures are evaluated with this assumption. The manner of heat 
removal from the receiver considered in this study, makes it differ 
from those which are generally used in dish-engine systems. However, 
a preliminary check shows that the results from the present model 
compare favorably with those of other receivers (Ref. 6). This 
comparison indicates that the results are not a strong function of 
cavity design for the range of wall to aperture areas being considered 
(Aw/A0 ~80). Therefore, this model provides representive trends 
within the limits of other design uncertainties. 

The receiver wall temperatures are determined from the following 
relationships: 

Ts = p 
Tt = F 
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Depending on the receiver temperature and the ratio of cavity 
surface area to aperture area, the side wall and the top ring 
temperatures may be slightly above the receiver bottom wall 
temperature. 
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SECTION IV 

ENGINE CHARACTERIZATION 

A. ENGINE SUBSYSTEM 

The conversion of heat to mechanical work in heat engines is 
accomplished by adding the thermal energy to the working fluid at an 
elevated pressure confined within the engine and, subsequently, 
allowing the working fluid to produce mechanical work during a 
restrained expansion process. Any such heat engine must carry the 
working fluid through a sequence of thermodynamic states in order to 
convert thermal energy to useful work. 

A heat engine is traditionally described according to the 
thermodynamic cycle on which it operates. A particular thermodynamic 
cycle is comprised of the sequence of processes that the working fluid 
undergoes within the confines of the heat engine. In addition to the 
thermodynamic cycle of a heat engine, it may also be cormnonly 
classified as being either an open-cycle or a closed-cycle machine. 

In an open-cycle machine, the working fluid is inducted into the 
engine from the surroundings. It is passed through the engine, 
therein absorbing heat and producing work, and is then exhausted to 
the surroundings. In a closed-cycle machine, the working fluid is 
completely contained within the machine and is recirculated to 
repeatedly execute the thermodynamic cycle. The heat addition and 
rejection processes are usually accomplished via heat exchangers. 

This study has concentrated solely on 
as the heat engine which would be utilized. 
cycle of the Brayton engine consists of: 

(1) isentropic compression 

the Brayton cycle engine 
The ideal thermodynamic 

(2) constant pressure heat addition (partly regenerative) 

(3) isentropic expansion 

(4) constant pressure heat rejection (partly regenerative) 

Brayton cycle engines may also be configured without thermal 
regeneration, and they may be used as either closed-cycle or 
open-cycle machines. 

Today, the term "Brayton cycle engine" is virtually synonymous 
with gas turbine engine. Consequently, hereafter the term Brayton or 
Brayton engine is used in this report as a shorthand way of referring 
to a Brayton cycle gas turbine engine. At present, the gas turbine 
engine is widely used in large commercial aircraft and in many 
stationary applications, where its ability to run efficiently over 
only a narrow speed range is not a handicap. The gas turbine engine's 
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simplicity, high specific power, heat source versatility, and 

smoothness of power delivery has made it a desirable choice for many 

applications. 

The basic open Brayton engine cycle includes four thermodynamic 

processes. These are described by the following steps: 

(1) Compression of the working fluid from ambient pressure to 

an elevated pressure 

(2) Addition of heat to the working fluid at the constant 

elevated pressure 

(3) Expansion of the working fluid back to ambient pressure, 

with extraction of useful work, and 

(4) Rejection of working fluid at constant pressure to 

atmosphere 

One major distinction between Brayton machines lies in whether 

they operate on an open-cycle or closed-cycle. In an open-cycle 

machine, the working fluid is predominantly the ambient medium, i.e. 

air, which flows through the machine and out. A schematic for such a 

open-cycle is shown in Figure 4-1. 

In a closed-cycle machine, the working fluid is a separate 

medium, totally confined to the engine and cyclically recirculated 

through the basic processes. Heat is added to the working fluid 

through a heat exchanger and the source of heat may be any convenient 

heat source such as, in this case, solar radiation. Any 

noncondensible gas, including air, could be used as the working fluid, 

but good efficiency and high power output dictate that the gas be 

selected for superior thermodynamic properties; helium and hydrogen 

are widely used in closed-cycle turbines. Such a closed-cycle Brayton 

engine is illustrated in Figure 4-2. 

For a given pre-expansion gas temperature, high thermal 

efficiency can be obtained using a more moderate expansion ratio 

across the turbine, together with effective post-expansion scavenging 

of residual heat from the turbine exhaust. The scavenged heat energy 

is returned to the working fluid after compression, through a heat 

exchanger. This type of configuration is commonly called regenerated. 

A schematic for a open-cycle regenerated engine is given in Figure 4-3. 

The ideal regenerated Brayton cycle is shown in Figure 4-4. 

B. BRAYTON ENGINE THERMODYNAMICS 

The thermodynamic processes of Brayton cycle engines are 

amenable to convenient mathematical representation. Consequently, the 

performance of Brayton engines may be adequately estimated via 

analytical techniques. The utilization of such t.echniques is usually 

limited only by the availability of performance data on individual 
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components of the engine. The Brayton engine differs fundamentally 
from the intermittent internal combustion engines in that the 
processes of compression, heat addition, and expansion occur 
continuously within the separate and distinct components (Ref. 7). 
The parameters which describe the performance of the major Brayton 
engine components -- such as compressors, turbines, and heat 
exchangers -- are discussed in the next part of this section. 

The work output of a Brayton engine may be obtained by 
algebraically summing the work produced (or absorbed) by the various 
components of the engine over the prescribed thermodynamic path of the 
working fluid. Considering the heat addition from the 
high-temperature source only, in conjunction with the definition of 
thermal efficiency yields the cycle thermal efficiency, eng, as: 

+ w 
C 

where wt is the work produced in the expansion process, we is the 
work absorbed in the compression process (a negative quantity), and 
qh is the heat added from the high-temperature source. 

By taking into account the relations for isentropic changes of 
state in an ideal gas and the steady flow energy equation, the cycle 
thermal efficiency may be estimated by computing we, wt, and 
qh• The work of compression, we, per unit mass of working fluid 
is given by: 

by: 
The turbine work per unit mass of working fluid, Wt, 1s given 

wt= nt cpg Tti (1 - (1/(npr)i+J ). 

The heat input per unit mass of working fluid, qh, 1s given by: 

The working fluid temperature at the outlet of the regenerator, 
Tbi, is given by: 

The working fluid exit temperatures at the compressor, Teo, 
and turbine Tt 0 , are given by: 

1 / n c + r '+>; n c) 

nt + nt (1/(npr))tjJ) 
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The turbine inlet temperature, Tti, is related to receiver 
temperature, Tree, by: 

where: 

r = compressor pressure ratio 

T = compressor inlet temperature 
ci 

T . ti = turbine inlet temperature 

C = specific heat of air 
pa 

Cpg = specific heat of air at elevated 
temperature 

fl C = compressor efficiency 

A.a = average ratio of specific heats of air 
during compression 

>..g = average ratio of specific heats of air 
during expansion 

11 t = turbine efficiency 

(: = regenerator effectiveness 

Tlp = pressure loss factor 

6Trec = temperature drop between receiver and 
turbine inlet 

¢ = (~a-1)/Aa 

ljJ = (Ag - L) / >,. g 

The cycle thermal efficiency as predicted by the method 
described above is subject to the limitations of the basic "lumped 
parameter" method of describing the performance of the individual 
engine components and of treating frictional and heat losses. This 
simplified analysis is considered satisfactory for ·the establishment 
of efficiency trends as component performance parameters are changed 
and for estimating the performance of a Brayton engine at its design 
point, providing of course that the assumed levels of component 
performance are attained in practiie. 

C. COMPRESSOR 

Compressor performance at a given operating point, which is 
defined by mass flow, shaft speed, and pressure ratio, is usually 
described in terms of the compressor efficiency, n c, which is the 
ratio of the isentropic enthalpy increase to the actual enthalpy 
increase of the working fluid as it passes through the compressor from 
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inlet pressure to outlet pressure. This definition is for the 
compression process with no appreciable heat transfer to, or from, the 
working fluid. By using the above definition of compressor 
efficiency, the relations for isentropic changes of state of an ideal 
gas, and the steady-flow energy equation, it is possible to express 
the compressor work in terms of the independent Brayton engine 
parameters and the gas constants for the working fluid. The 
compressor work, we, will appear as a negative quantity, indicating 
that shaft work was absorbed. 

The Brayton engine demands high compressor efficiency at 
pressure ratios ranging from about 2:1 to 5:1. Either positive 
displacement or aerodynamic compressors can meet this requirement. 
Since the high pressure ratio capability of the positive displacement 
compressor is not required, the high air handling capacity of an 
aerodynamic compressor can be exploited to minimize size and weight 
for an engine of a specified maximum power. Good design can result in 
compressor efficiencies of 80% to 85% for a steady-flow aerodynamic 
compressor at pressure ratios ranging from 3:1 to 6:1 beginning with 
ambient air. 

D. TURBINE 

Turbine performance may be described in a manner similar to that 
of compressor performance. The efficiency of a turbine may be 
expressed as the ratio of the actual enthalpy decrease to the 
isentropic enthalpy decrease of the working fluid as it expands 
through the turbine. This process is essentially an adiabatic one. 
By using the previous definition of turbine efficiency, the relations 
for isentropic changes of state of an ideal gas, and the steady-flow 
energy equation, it is also possible to express the turbine work in 
terms of independent engine parameters and the gas constants for the 
working fluid. 

The performance requirements for the expander of Brayton engines 
are similar to those of the compressor, with the additional 
requirement of continuous operation at elevated temperatures. 
Considerations of pressure ratio and gas handling capacity of 
expanders comparable to those for the compressor lead to the selection 
of aerodynamic turbine expanders. However, the choice between 
axial-flow and radial-flow turbines is not as clear. 

At turbine pressure ratios comparable to those of the 
compressor, turbine efficiencies range from about 85% to 90%. Fewer 
data are at hand for positive displacement machines; however, with 
good design to minimize throttling across valves and mechanical 
friction, they probably would show comparable efficiencies with a 
somewhat broader range of operating variables. 
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E. HEAT EXCHANGER 

The effect of post-expansion heat recovery on the thermal 
efficiency of a Brayton engine may be estimated by using the concept 
of heat exchanger effectiveness. For this simplified analysis, the 
effectiveness of the heat exchanger will be taken as: 

Tbi - Teo 
E = 

T - T 
to co 

where Tbi is the heat source inlet temperature, Teo is the 
compressor exit temperature, and Tto is the turbine exhaust 
temperature. 

The value of Tbi in a regenerated Brayton engine is determined 
by the temperature rise during compression and the temperature rise 
during regeneration. Consequently Tbi may be expressed in terms of 
the parameters which describe the performance of the compressor and 
the regenerator, and in terms of the temperatures Tei and Tti 
which are taken as independent variables. 

A rotary periodic-flow regenerator suitable for the Brayton 
engine can be designed for an effectiveness greater than 0.9, with a 
total pressure loss of less than 10%, and a total leakage of less than 
5%. However a primary difficulty in the past with the regenerated 
Brayton engine has been the availability of a low-cost, 
high-temperature material for the regenerator. At the present time, 
aluminum silicate regenerator disks are under development for 
automobile gas turbine applications. Also other ceramic materials are 
being tested for turbine rotors and flow path components (Ref 8). 

F. BRAYTON ENGINE COMPUTER MODEL 

As a result of the previously described thermodynamic cycle 
analysis of the Brayton engine, it has been possible to formulate a 
computer model of the engine in terms of the independent engine 
parameters. The computer model has been developed in such a manner 
that both open-cycle and closed-cycle configurations can be 
evaluated. The gas constants for the working fluid of the Brayton 
engine are also a program input so that various fluids may be 
investigated in the course of the study. Consequently, it is possible 
to vary any one of the independent engine parameters while holding the 
others constant in order to investigate the sensitivity of engine 
efficiency to the independent parameter in question. Such a 
sensitivity analysis will provide valuable data to assist in the 
determination of the most advantageous areas in which to concentrate 
future research and development activities which would have the 
greatest potential for engine efficiency improvement. 
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The engine model developed here is quite flexible; it can 
evaluate the performance of engines of any given size. To evaluate 
the performance of an engine of a particular size, the independent 
engine parameters for that engine are evaluated and input to the 
model. The input parameters which characterize the size of the engine 
are: compressor and turbine efficiencies, regenerator effectiveness, 
and pressure loss factor. 
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SECTION V 

DISH-BRAYTON SYSTEM (DBS) CHARACTERIZATION 

A. SYSTEM MODEL 

The subsystem models developed in the previous sections are 
integrated via a computer code to obtain the system model. This 
computer code is capable of evaluating the performance of the 
dish-Brayton system. The inputs to this model consists of key 
component parameters such as geometric configuration of dish receiver 
and compressor efficiency, and the operating conditions such as 
receiver temperature, ambient, and turbine inlet temperatures. The 
basic processes that are evaluated in this model are the following: 

(1) Focusing of the ambient insolation into a concentrated 
solar flux by the parabolic dish 

(2) Capturing of this solar flux and conversion into thermal 
energy by the receiver located at the focus of the dish 

(3) Transfer of the above thermal energy to a working fluid in 
a high temperature heat exchanger 

(4) Conversion of this thermal energy into mechanical work in 
a Brayton engine for generating electricity and, 

(5) Recovery from the heat of the exhausting working fluid in 
a recuperator or.regenerator. 

Figure 5-1 is a simplified block diagram of the entire system 
showing the roles of major subsystems. In Figure 5-2, a block diagram 
of the open-cycle Brayton engine subsystem is shown. 

B. COMPUTER MODEL 

The computer model is structured such that once the values of 
the design constants and system input variables have been read into 
the program, the value for the concentrated solar flux, Qcon, is 
computed according to the method described in of Section II-B. The 
quantity of the concentrated solar flux which actually enters the 
receiver, QAI, through the aperture is computed according to the 
procedure shown in of Section II-E. The receiver subprogram 
determines the various heat losses: radiation loss through aperture, 
QAo, convective and radiative losses from the receiver outer walls. 
Based on the net thermal energy received by the cavity, Qrec, the 
receiver efficiency, ~rec, is calculated from the ratio, 
Qrec/Qcon· 

In the engine subsystem of the computer model, the compressor 
work, we, and turbine work, wt, of the Brayton engine are 
calculated from the engine input variables and the cycle working 
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fluid state temperatures. The quantity of thermal energy, qh, 
available from the heat source to raise the temperature of the working 
fluid is a function of the cavity temperature and the working fluid 
properties. The engine efficiency, neng, is evaluated by the ratio 
of net engine work output, (wt-we), to the heat added to the 
engine, qh. The system efficiency, nsys, for the dish-Brayton 
system is the product of receiver efficiency, nrec, and the engine 
efficiency, neng· 
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SECTION VI 

SUMMARY OF FUTURE WORK WITH DBS MODEL 

The dish-Brayton system (DBS) model developed in this study is 
capable of simulating the performance of the dish-Brayton system at 
various design conditions. For the purpose of advanced systems· 
identification, it is important that the DBS model has this ability. 
The DBS model also satisfies the requirement of being able to identify 
those areas of the system which have greatest potential for system 
efficiency improvement by performing a sensitivity analysis. 

A list of various tasks that are being performed with the DBS 
model includes the following: 

(1) Evaluation of receiver performance at various receiver 
temperatures 

(2) Comparison of DBS model performance with the Garrett 
Corporation and General Electric Company receiver 
performance at temperatures of 15OO°F and 25OO°F 

(3) Evaluation of engine performance at various turbine inlet 
temperatures 

(4) Comparison of DBS model performance with that of Garrett 
Brayton engine 

(5) Evaluation of the optimum system (combined receiver and 
engine) efficiency at various receiver temp~ratures. 
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SECTION I 

DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

A. INTRODUCTION 

A computer code was written to evaluate the performance of the 
dish-Brayton system described in the report. This computer code is 
based on the models of the receiver and the Brayton cycle developed in 
the report. The code was written in such a way that the program can 
be used for evaluating the performance of either the combined 
receiver-engine system or the individual receiver and engine 
subsystems. The flow diagrams shown in Figures A-1, A-2, A-3, and A-4 
represent the plan for evaluating the performance of the combined 
receiver-engine system. With a few minor modifications, the program 
can be separated to be run independently as either receiver program or 
engine program. 

B. MAIN PROGRAM 

The basic functions performed in this program are the following: 

o Read all the necessary inputs: insolation data, 
concentrator data, receiver data, engine data, and the 
receiver temperatures at which the system performance is 
requested. 

o Call the receiver subprogram to evaluate receiver 
performance at the current receiver temperature. 

o Call the engine subprogram to evaluate engine performance 
at the current receiver temperature. 

o Compute the system performance at the current receiver 
temperature from the component (receiver and engine) 
performances. 

o Repeat the above procedure to cover the range of receiver 
temperatures input to the program. 

o Plot various efficiencies -- receiver, engine, and 
combined system -- against the receiver temperature. 

C. SUBPROGRAM RECX 

This subprogram has two subroutines along with the subprogram 
RECX. The subroutines are: ROM and FN. These subroutines are used 
in the computation of integrals used in receiver cavity surface view 
factors. The basic functions performed in this subprogram are the 
following: 
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o Assuming a large initial value for the aperture radius, 
compute the aperture intercept factor for the given 
concentrator surface slope error. 

o For the assumed aperture radius compute the various heat 
losses from the aperture; compute the receiver efficiency 
based on these heat losses and the intercept factor. 

o Repeat the above procedure for a decreasing value of 
aperture radius until a maximum value for the receiver 
efficiency is obtained. 

o Plot the receiver efficiency against the aperture radius. 

D. SUBPROGRAM ENG 

This subprogram has two subroutines along with the program ENG. 
The first one is CETAO which computes the Brayton cycle efficiency. 
The second is HXH which computes the temperature of air coming out of 
the receiver before it enters the turbine. The major functions of 
this subprogram are: 

o For the given receiver temperature, starting with an 
initial value for the pressure ratio, compute the Brayton 
cycle efficiency using the component efficiencies. 

o Increase the pressure ratio by the given incremental value 
and repeat the first step; continue this until a maximum 
value of efficiency is reached. 

E. INPUT TO THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The input used in this program includes data for the three 
subsystems: concentrator, receiver, and engine. All the input 
parameters used are given below. 

CPA 

CPU 

KA 

KG 

ETAB 

EFM 

TCI 

Specific heat of air, Btu/lb, OR 

Specific heat of hot air, Btu/lb, OR 

Ratio of specific heats of air 

Ratio of specific heats of hot air 

Burner efficiency (= 1.0 in the present case) 

Fictitious heat exchange effectiveness between the 
receiver and the engine,= 1.0 for engine 
temperature equal to receiver temperature 

Compressor inlet temperature, oR 
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ETAC 

ETAT 

EPS 

ETAP 

TREC 

EL 

TAMB 

INS 

DC 

RHOCOL 

RAN 

IDUMP 

MRAO 

IREC 

FOD 

EPIS 

RHOB 

OIT 

KOI 

HOA 

Compressor adiabatic efficiency 

Turbine adiabatic efficiency 

Recuperator heat exchange effectiveness 

Cycle pressure loss factor 

Receiver temperature (up to 25 values), 0 R 

Recuperator leakage loss factor (= 1.0 in the 
present case) 

Ambient temperature, 0 R 

Solar insolation, W/ft 2 

Concentrator diameter, ft 

Concentrator surface reflectivity 

Engine pressure ratio constants 
RAN (1) = Starting value of pressure ratio 
RAN (2) = Upper limit of press~re ratio 
RAN (3) = Incremental value of pressure ratio 

Control parameter for printing the results 

Concentrator surface slope error, milliradians 

Flux intensity at the bottom wall of receiver suns 

Concentrator focal length to diameter ratio, f/DC 

Receiver surface emissivity, 

Receiver surface reflectivity, 

Receiver outside insulation thickness, t, ft 

Thermal conductivity of the insulation, 
Btu/ft-hr,°F 

Receiver outer wall convective heat transfer 
coefficient, Btu/hr-ft 2 , 0 R 
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SECTION II 

LISTING OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The listing of the computer program is given below. In this 
version of the listing, the subprograms RECX and ENG are combined with 
the MAIN program. It is necessary to make a few modifications if one 
wants to run individual subprograms separately. A sample output 
obtained from this program is listed along with the input data used 
for the run. 

AA*PLT ( 1.). OBSM 
i C 

4 
r 
.) 

£,. 
,, 
I 

0 
'7 

10 
H 
12 
,.:3 
\4 
1.S 
16 
1.7 
iO 
i9 
20 
?i 
')') 

'-'·· 
;~3 
24 
')t'. 
I.J 

26 
?.7 
20 

C 
C 
C 
r, 
C 
r, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
f' 

C 
C 
C 

29 C 

MAIN PROGRAM 
CPA =AlJERAG[ SPECIFIC IILAT DLIP.INf. C\lMl'R[Sf,lUN 
CPG =AVERAGE ~PECtFIC IWAT OlffitNG [X~ANSION 
KA =GAS CONSTANT DIJRINf. f.ilMl'R[SfiJON 
Kr, =GAG CONSfANT DURING [XrANSION 
ETAB=OVERAI.L HEAT ADDillflN ErH.f.ff.Nf.Y 
PIil =GPf.C ff (C IIF.AT RAHl:l OlJIHNr, l.:OMPl~ESSIL1M 
PSI =SPECirJC H[Al RATHI DllRINf. EXPANfil\lN 
F.TAP=PR[~iSURF. LOSS FACTOR 
R =PRESSIJRE RATIO 
OfQ =T[MPfRATUR£ RISE ACROSS BURNER 
TTI =Tl!RHINL INLET HMl'LRAT\IRE 
EPS =HfAT F.Xr:IIANGfR CFFECHV[NESS 
TCJ =COMPRUi'.":OR HR.ET Tc.MPFRAl!IR[ 
EfAC=COMPRESSOR EFFICIENCY 
ETAE=l'\AXIMllM ENGINE EFFJ[f.IENf.Y 
(TAT=TURBtN EFFICIENCY 
fL =TOTAL R[G[NERATOR Lf AKAGI. 

RLAL INS 
REAL KA 1 KG ,KOJ 
REAL PI/1.14159/ 

ORFAL RANCil)/1. 110. 1 .20 18*0/ 
REAL TREC(2S),fTASYGC25),ETARCC25),[TAEN(25) 
COMMON/CONST/CPA,CPG,KA,KG 1ETA, 1EfH 1TCI 
COMMON/RECQ/ (R1-:r. / fllD) r-:r (S / RIIOB / on I KOI 1HOA 
COMMON/DUMP /JDUMP I Jl'LOT 
COMtlON/PI/Pl 1MRAD 
COMMON/ENGQ/RP 1ETAC,ETAT,EPS,ETAP,EL 1RAN 

30 NAMEUST /INf'llT /CPA ,CPG ,KA ,KG ,ETAFI 1EFll I TCI ,RP 1ETAC 1El AT, 
:H X Ll1 ~/:fAP 1TREC,F.L1 fAMH)NS,OC,~11ncn1.1RAN,IOIJMP I 

32 Y MRAD,JRECifOD,EPIS,RI-IOD,OJT,KOJ,HOA 
33 C 
34 READ<S,INPUT,ENP=300) 
15 ~Rtf[(6 1 INPUT) 
36 CALL BGNPLT 
37 C 
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38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

C 
C 
C 
C 

COMPUTE THE ENLRGY REFLECT(Jl AT TIil RLCD VCR 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

COMPUTE THE RLC[IVER,ENGINL, AND THE SYSTEM EFfICIENrJES 
Af fM£ rNPUf R::i:r::t:tJrR TEMP(RATIJRr:S 

49 IPI.OT=3 
SO 00 500 IT=i,20 
~ii TRJ=TREC(IT) 
S2 IF <TR I. EQ. 0 . ) r,n TO 5SO 
53 WRITE(b,1410) TREC(IT) 
S4 l410 FORMAT<!// 11,:~x, 'IHJ:f. (VfR fLMPERATlmE =' , f 6. 0) 

S5 C 
56 C CAI .I. R ECE I VF.R f.llBR OUTJ NF. 
S7 C 
SB CALL RECX(QCOL I DC 1 Rl10COI.. 1 TRI, TAl'lf{ ,QRCCM ,RAM ,ETARCM) 
59 WRlTE<6,1400) FTAR~M,RAM,4RECM 
60 1400 fORtlAT<l/3X,' SUBROUTINE RlCr:JVLR OUTPUT , '// 
hi X JX,' ETARCM =',F.14.O,JX,' RAM=' ,Ei4.8 1JX 1 ' QR[CM =',E14.8/) 

62 C 
63 C CALL ENGINE SUBROUTINE 
64 C 
6S CALL ENG<TRI 1TAMB,ETAEM 1RPCM,WNEM) 
66 WRifE(6 11500) ETAF.tl,RPCM,WNEM 
67 1500 FORMATC/3X 1 ' SU[1ROUTINE ENGINE OUTPUT.'// 
60 X JX,' ETAEM =',(14.8,JX,' RPCM =' ,E\4.B, 
69 X ' WNEM =' ,[j4.8/) 
70 C 
71 C COMPUTE THE SYSTEM EFF AND STORF. TIIF. ENGINF ,R[Cr:IVER 
72 C AND SYSTEM EFFS 
73 C 
74 ETASYS<IT)=ETARCM*ETAEM 
75 ETARC(IT>=ETARCM 
76 ETAEN<JT)=ETAEM 
77 WRITE<6,1600) TR[C(IT> 1 ETASYS(IT) 
78 1600 FORMAT<JX,' SY~T[M OUTPUT,' 1 //,JX,' TREC =',E14.8,6X,'ETASY = 

79 X,E14.O) 
80 500 CONTINUE 
81 550 CONTINUE 
82 IT=IT-1 
83 IF<IPLOT.EQ.3) GO TO 600 
84 C 
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84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
?i. 

C 
C 

PLOT EFFICIENCIES Vfi TEMPERATURE 

CALL PLFORM('LJNLIN',6. 16.) 
CALL PLSCALCTREC,IT,2,[TASYS,IT,2) 
CALL PLABEL(' ',l,'TREC',4,'ETASYS',6) 
CALL PLGRAF 
CALL PLCURV <TRF.C, ETASYS, IT., 0 1 0 l 
CALL ADVPLT 

92 CALL PLFORM('LINLIN' 16. 16.) 
93 CAI.L Pl.SCAUTREC_,IT 1t\FTARC,IT 1 2) 
94 CALL Pl.ABEL<' ' 1 i /TREC' .,4 /ETAREC' 1()) 

75 CALL Pl.GRAF 
96 CALL PLCURVCTREC,ETARC,IT,0,0) 
97 CALL ADVPLT 
98 CALL PLFORM('l.INLIN',6.,6.) 
99 CALL PLSCAL<TREC,IT,2,ETAEN,tT,2) 

100 CALL PLABEL<' ',i/TREC',4,'ETAENG',6) 
101. CALL PLGRAF 
102 CALL PLCURV(TREC,ETAEN,IT,0 1 0) 
103 600 WRITE(6,2000) 
104 2000 FORMAT(///' *** END OF RUN***'} 
i0S C 
106 300 CALL ENDPLT 
107 STOP 
108 END 

i C RE1-EIVER SUBPROGRAM 
2 C 
-, .., 

r 
.) 

C 
C 

& C 

RECEIVER S\JBROl!l IN[ 

SUBROUTINE REr.X ((lr.OL 1 DC ,RIIOCOI , TREC I W:MI: ,OREC ,RAM ,ETARCMl 

7 REAL ETARC(200} ,RADC200) 
8 COMMON/FUNCT/YX 
7 r,QMMfJN/PI/P LMRAD 

10 DOUBLE PRECISION DARG 
ti. R[r)l. KOI 

12 
i3 
l.4 
iS 
lb 
i7 
18 
i'i' 
20 
2~ 

C 
C 
C 

DATA SJGMA/0.0033804/ 

IJATA fOR R[C[J'.JLR DXMrNSJflN\i 

~EAL DT(iO,U 
coMMflN/RCCQ1rnn: ,roD ,ens. RliOB ,on, 1<:01, HOA 
l)flfi-\ w;T/. i/ ,IIM1N/. iC 4/ ,:lriAX/1. / 
DATA YY/O./,EPS/1.E 8/,MXSTLP/~0000/ 
DATA DY/i./ 
R[AL WORl((20l ,A(3,3) 1B(3,il 
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23 
24 
')C 
L..• 

2(, ,,., 
•·-' 

33 
34 
3•::; 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4i 
4? 
43 
44 
~s 
4i'., 

47 
48 
49 
'iO 
Si 
S2 
S3 
54 
ss 

C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 

TP=0. 
GBl>=O. I. 713E ··C 
PIIE=0. 
r.JCA=O. 
QAO=O. 
QK=0. 
IDIJMP=2 
IPLOT=2 

S[LECT SIGMA FUR rnr GJV[N CflN(TNTRATOR Si ore f:RROf< 

Jr(MRAD.EQ.2lSJGMA=.0033304 
lF(MRAO.fQ.3lnt~MA=.00466/7 
ff ( MR 1\n . [(l . 2 l AC11N:: . 99<7t 
lf(MRAO.EQ.3lAr:ON=.9960 

COMPUTE HIE RLCU 1JER DIMENSIONS 

PD=DC/SQRTCIRCr>*SQRT(RHOCOLl 
ll=rflD*DB 
RD=DB/2. 
D=H/RB 
Mi=PI*RBU? 
A:.-=fll *DB*!I 

C Sf.L[CT THF INITIAi. 1JAI.Uf. OI Af'FRTllRL RAnJ LIS TO BE i/3 OF 
C CAVITY RADIUS 
C 

9 CONTINUE 
RA=RB/3.-.016404 
Xf"=2.*H/DE: 
J=i 
tH=O 

S/, C 
57 C START COMPUTING THE P[RFORMANrE or TIE R[C[IVLR 
58 C 
57 10 CONTJ Nil[ 
60 AA=Pl*RA**2 
61 AT=AD-AA 
I ,, 

Ii.... 

17 
\.J~' 

l,4 

(,I:, 

67 
1,3 

69 
'iO 
7i 
--~· . ' i ;_ 

73 

OAR~=(RA/D~l**~/2./~lGMA%*2 
(H10Mi=QAO 
QC1-)!H=QCA 
Ql<Ml =(ll( 
PHCT=PH[ 
Pll[=ArGN*<i.O i./PfXf'(PARf;)) 
l~A I =11r,u1..:tr: I[ 
Ci=f.!A/11 

E2-=RD/H 
X~=i. t(1.+[2l*2)CD*C? 
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·1,1! 
I' 

7S 
'J(, 

1:·11AT =O. S*< Xt-i}~RT (X;>**2 4. :¥G'.U?i¥-Tl**;:)) 
rDT=rP.AT-FTIA 
t"l:<'.l= i. . -rBAT 
rsB=AB/AS*FBS 77 

'/8 
n 
80 

C 
C 
C 

COMPll1[ f-SA u~:n-iG N\iM[RJC1~L INTr6R1\TlON. 

81 CP=EPS 
o;'. II==O 
83 X=O. 
fl4 YY=O. 
3~; IIST= I 
fl£, I !MIN=. iE·-4 
87 KSTEP=O 
:;G YX=2. *RA/ DB 
8? C*********************************************************** 
?O Chi.I. ROM<O. ,x,· ,YY) 
?i f"SA=2.»:PU:(Tll:/2 lUnYY/AS 
9~ FST=FSB-FSA 
<73 r~:S=-i -f· SA·-ff.l·-F:,1: 
?4 
S'S 
% 

99 
100 
iOI 
i. 0;' 
iii:, 
l04 

C 
C 
C 

SOLVE MATRJX RE.LATION 

A(~ 1 i)=-AB/RHOD 
A(2,2l=·-AS*Cl-FSS) 
A(3,3)=-AT 
A( 1. ,2l=AS*FSH 
A(i,3l=AB*fflT 
A(? ,})==AStr:~T 
;;(,~,)J=/-IU 12i 
A ( .) 1 1 i ::;A ( l. 1 J) 

iOS A13,2)=A(2,3) 
10& LBR=O.t7t3E··3*rRECtS4 
1 o7 r:: <1, J l =·· <AB/R1tm:*cBf<*LP rs•. 2s-~1+QAJ l 
103 B(2,ll=O. 
10? B(J,j)=O. 
\10 CALL SOR(A 131 J,B!J 1 l,S~OO,WORK) 
iii Tr ODlJMP .EQ. 0 WRJT[(6,2SO) 
U.2 zr;o FORMAT(!/' MATRf.X A AND OUPUT MAfRIX B') 
ii3 Ir(JDUMP.EQ.1} WRJT[(6,25Sl A,B 
114 255 FORMAT(4X,BE15.Rl 
US C 
U6 C COMPI.Jff APER111f.:L RAIIJATJON LOSSl"fi llSJNG SIIRf AU 
117 C VIEW FACTORS 
118 C 
U9 
\20 
i2i 
122 
1?3 
i24 
125 

C 
C 
C 

COMPIJT[ SURFACE 11.MPr:RATUl~Ul 

1SID[=((B(2,l)*3.4j3)/0.171Jr-n1**·25 
ffOP=(CB(J,t>•~.4\3l/O.lJ\3E-8l**·2S 
G=QAI/Afl 
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i2l 
i27 
128 
129 
uo 
i3i 
i12 
133 
134 
ns 
i.3::, 
i37 

C 
C 
C 

COMPUTE RECEilJER OIITER s1.mr At[ :OJMLNf:JON'.; 

M'. I:::Af:+AS+AT 
IIO=H t2 .*0!T 
CO=P U (Df!f2. »:(tJT i 
ASO=CO*IIO 
ARO=PI*<RB+OITIC*2 
ATO=AOO-AA 
AR O=ABO {·ASO·l·ATO 
AHM=(ARO+ARI)i2 
UK=~OIMRM/OJ1 

i.30 llf;:::MOA*ARO 
139 NTN=i 
\.40 rwnr,=TAMB 
141 )'t O Ti:JnC:.Tl.,)(1(;: j 

\42 NfN=NTNi1 
i 43 ~:·, ~ ~ UR :~r;\~ fl 1':\ J· ~ t;,;;. ( ~ ;J~'. ~*:Tt•/f1Ftl-l ~·;J :( J(~ rht~~::t:A I/ i:. \ 1,1.H. if.~ 1 ;\( .l\) 

i 44 fWtJC::: ( TRf.CX<UK I r t)Mf.li ( I!( 1 UR))/ ( UK HJC ~,m) 
i4S DTWO=TWOG·HIOC 
14l lr(NTN.GT.250) r,n TO 3\2 
147 Tf(ABS(DTWOI .Gl t)GO TO 310 
\48 312 TWO=TWOC 
i49 C 
i'.-0 C COMPUTE THE CONPIJCTJON LOSf;f S Of Tllf. RUXJ'.JI.R 
151 C 
i'.,2 QK=O .293i*UU<TR[C ·TWOl 

H,O 
i.l>i 
162 
163 
Hi4 
W'.i 
166 
i!,7 

168 
W? 
170 

\71 
l72 
i73 
174 
i75 
1n 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 

C 
C 

Yf:=0.293\*UC*(fWO-TAMBl 
QR=0.293j*UR*!TWO-TAMBl 

APF.RTllR[ CONVrn JVr I..OSf;Efi 

UCA=0.004+0.00l~l((TR[C··TAMR)/! .OllS.3~ 
Qf;A=UCAIPt*RA**2./J.\~*(fRff:·TAMBl/l.R*lOOO. 
QL=QCi (~R 
QRfTB=QREC 
QREC=QAI ···QA0··9L-fJf'.A 

RECEIVER EFF 

CTARC(J)=QRFC/QCrn. 
RAD(I)=RA 
U:=I ·i 

Cl!ECK ~lMF.THER R[CUVER HAS R[Aflff.D MAX [H Al TllIS Al'L.RTURL 

RADIUS 

Ir<I.GT.LANfi.NJ.I..T.!.AND r.lrWC<I).I.T.EHi!{C(JJ:ll f,(1 TO 20f, 
Rf)-=!M-0. 016404 
Ir(RA.LT.O.l GO TO liO 
I=tti 
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i 77 G(l TO l.O 
t7fl ?05 CONTINI![ 
179 NI=NJtj 
HJO C 
HH C STORE THE VALU[ or MAX Eff AND rnr. C(lRR[Sf'ONDJNf.'. APEWI URL 

l.02 C RADIUS 
i83 C 
i04 [TARCM=ETARC(JRI 
ms QRITM=QR(Cit 
186 RAM=RADIJB) 
\A7 210 CONTINUE 
i88 GO TO 230 
139 100 FORMAT(3(2X,BE1S.8/l) 
i90 C 
i 91 C rt (1T (1F R[C[Jl)(.R Err vr. ArLf-:TllR[ f~hlllUf; 
i92 C 
193 CALL PLFORM('I.JNl.IN' ,(,. ,(,) 
l i/4 

,r,, 
! IL' 

l.97 
\93 

CALI. PLf;CAl.<RAO, r,~'.,t.Hll<r,,1,i:') 
CAI.L PLABEI. (' ',1,'RA ' 1S,' CThf-:(: ',(;) 
CALL PL.GRAF 
CALL PLCURVCRAD,ETARC,I,O,Ol 
CALL. ADVPI.T 

199 SOO WRJTFl6,220l 
200 220 ro1rnAT( 'A MATRIX If; ~JNGULAR ,f.:\IN ABflRTF.Ii') 
201. 230 CONfINUE 

i C 
') C '-

3 C 
4 C 
s C 
6 C 

7 C 
8 C 
9 C 

10 C 
i.1 C 
i •:, 
.. !. C 
13 C 
14 C 
iS C 
Hi C 
17 C 
rn C 
19 C 
20 C 
21 C 
'l;J C L.I... 

l~CTURN 
ENO 

ENGINE SUBPROGRAM 

CPA =AlJERAGF. SPECIFIC 1-llAT D\IRING COMl'f.:Ls~:JON 
CPr; =1WERAr;E r;rcunr, IIEAT OIIRING F:Xl;ANSHlN 

KA =GAS CONSTANT DUR ING COMPRESSION 
KG =GAS C(1NSTANT DURING EXPANSION 
ETAB=OVERALL HEAT ADnITION EFFECIENCY 
PHI =SPECIF JC Hf.AT RAl I!J D\JR ING COMPRESSION 
PSI =SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO DURING EXPANnION 
ETAP=PRES~JRr l.OSS FACfnR 
R =PRESf.llR[ RATIO 
DTB =TEMPERATURE 1nsr: ACROSS BIWNER 
TTI =TURBINE INLET TEMPfkATURE 
EPS =HEAT rxr:HANf;LR ffFECT1: 1JCN[S3 
TCI =COHPRfS~OR INI.ET TlMPERATURL 
ETAC=COMPR[::;soR ffHCIF.NCY 
ETAT=TURBJNf EFFICIENrY 
EL =TOTAL R[f;F.NFRATOR 1.FAl(AGE 
EFH =HEAT cxrHAN~[ EFFECTIV[N[SS BET. RFC. AND 

F.NG,NF' :::\ rnR rnr;. Tr:MP. EQUAL. Tn R[r:. TEHP. 
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23 C 
24 C 
25 SUBROUTINE ENG<TREC, TAMB 1ETAEM 1RPCM 1 WNEM) 
26 REAL l<A.,KG 
27 REAL GRX(iOO) 1GRY(iOO) 1WNE(100) ,YI.IM(3) 
20 REAL RAN( ii) 
29 C!1MMON/ENGQ/RP 1F.TAC 1ETAT 1 EPS 1F.TAP 1El.. 1RAN 
30 COMMON/CONST/CPA.,CPG,KA,KG,FTAB,fFH 1TCI 
31 INTEGER YN<iOl/3*' ' 1 ' CYCLE fffICIENCY' ,4*' '/ 
32 OINTEGER XN(14)/ 
33 j4*' ',' COMPR[SSOR PRESSURE RATIO ' 1S*' '/ 
34 INTEGER TI(l4)/2*' ' 1 ' OVFRAL.L CYCLE EFFICIENCY VS',7*' '/ 
35 9 CONTINUE 
36 rnlJHP=2 
37 IPLOT=i 
311 ffODllMP .EQ.1) Wf<ITE(6 1 SOO) CPA,CPG,KA,KG 1 ETAB 1 EFH 
J'i' IF(IDIJMP .CQ. U l~RHEU1/iOO) RAM 
40 Ir<IDUMP.EQ.1) WRIT[(6 1SOO) RP 1ElAC 1ETAT 1EPS 1ElAP 1TPI 1 

41 XEL,TCI 
42 SOO FORMAT(4X,6E14.8l 
43 C 
44 C SPECIFIC HEAT RATJOS 
45 C 
46 PSJ=(KA·-i.)/l(A 
47 PHI=(KG-·i. )/KG 
48 YMAX=i.E-6 
49 YMIN=1.E+6 
SO RP=RAN(1) 
S1 RPI=RP 
52 
53 
54 
SS C 
56 C 

FI=RAN(2) 
DE=RAN(3) 
NP=1 

57 C EVALUATE THE CYCLE EFFICIENCY AT VARIOUS PR. RATIOS 
58 C 
59 C 
60 C 
61 C CALL SUBROUTINE CrTAO TO CAI.CUL.ATL CYCLE F.FF. 
62 C 
63 150 ST=RAN(1) 
64 DO 200 I=l,100 
65 RP=ST 
66 CALL CETAO(TREC,TAMB,GRY<NP),TTI,TCJ) 
67 GRX<NP>=ST 
60 YMAX=AMAXl(GRY(NP),YMAX) 
6? YMIN=AMINi (GRY( NP), YMIN) 
70 NP=NP+i 
71 ST=STi-D[ 
72 lf(ST.GT.FI) G!1 T!1 2JO 
73 200 CONTINUE 
74 210 NN=NP-·l 
75 RP=RPI 
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76 
77 
78 

C 
C 
C 

LOCATE TME PR. RATIO AT WI-IJCII F.FF. IS MAX. 

79 DO 220 I=i,NN 
00 IFCGRY<Il.NE.YMAXJ GO TO 220 
81 IMAX=I 
8? 220 CONTINUE 
83 
84 
cs 

C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

STORE THE VAUJLS OF EFF .. • SIIAFT OIITPLIT; AND PR. RATIO 
AT PR. RATIO \~IIERF. ffF. IS MAXIMUM 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
9:1. 
92 

ETAEM=YMAX 
WNFM=lrlNE(IMAXl 
RPCM=GRX( IMAX) 

C 
C PRINT THE VALUES OF MAX. ErF., MAX. WORK I AND TIIF. PR. RATIO 

93 C 
94 IF<IDUMP.EQ.1) 
95 XWR1TEC6,255)TREC,RPCM,ETAEM,FTAC,ETAT,EPS,ETAP 
?6 255 FORMAT(lOX 1

1 fREC,RPfM,ETAEM' 17FR.3) 
97 GO TO 299 
?8 IF ( T.PLOT. NE. :I.) RETURN 
99 C 

iOO C SELECT SCALES FOR PLOTTING HF. VS PR. RATJOS 
101 C 
102 YLIM(il=YMIN 
\OJ YLIMl2)=(YMAX··YMIN)/2.+YMIN 
104 Yt.IM(3)=YMAX 
105 CALL Pl.FORM('l.INLIN' 16. ,6.) 
106 DO 230 I=S,10 
107 230 Tl(l+3)=XN(I) 
108 Ir <IDUMP.EQ.1) WRJTE(6,l0~0) TI 
tO? 1050 FORMAT(14A6) 
110 CALL PLSCAL(GRX,NN,2,YLIM,3,2) 
Hi CALL PLAB[l.(TI (3), 72,,XN(5) ,60 1 YN ,60) 
i 12 CALL Pl.GRAF 
1.13 CALL PL.CURV(GRX,GRY,NN,O,Ol 
114 IF <JDlJMP.EQ.il WRITE(b,1200) <GRX00) 1GRY(I0) 1IO=i 1NN> 
\\5 1200 FORMAT(/3X,8E14.8) 
116 WRITE(b,1300) 
117 1300 FORMAT(//) 
1 i8 225 CONTINUE 
119 299 CONTINUE 
120 CALL ENDPLT 
Pt RFTIJRtJ 
122 C 
123 C 
124 SUBROUTINE CLTAO<TRF.C,TAMP.,ETAE,TTI,TrI) 
i?S Zi.=(1./(F.TAPiRP) )UPIII 
126 Z2=RP*iP5l 
127 TRO=O. 
128 TCO=TClt(1.-1./ETAt+Z2/ETAC) 
12? W~=t/ETACiCPA*fCI*<t-Z2) 
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i30 TTI=TREC 
111 111 TTO=TTI*Cl.-ETAT•ETAr*Zll 
132 TDJ=TCO*Ci.-EPS)i[PS*TTO 
133 TTIL=TTI 
134 CALL HXHC TIil, TR[{\ TTO 
t3S TTEST=TTIL··TTI 
136 Ir<AP.S(TTESTl .GT.1.) GO TO ii, 
137 DTO=TTI·-TBI 
138 WT=EL*ETAT*CP~*TTI*(1-Z1) 
\39 WN[Ctl=WT+WC 
140 QR=CEL*CPG*DTRl 
\4t QH=QB/ETAB 
142 ETAE=WNECI)/QH 
143 IFCETAE.LT.O.) ETAE=O. 
144 RETURN 
145 C 
146 C 
147 SUBROUTINE HXH<TBI, TREC, TTI) 
l4fl Tfl=HlU( 1.. EFIIHEFIIHR[C 
149 RETURN 
150 C 
151 END 

i 
') 

'· 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
3 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

SUBROUTINE ROM(A.B,ANSl 
DIMENSION Q(l0,10) 

C ROMBERG TYPE INTl~RATION 
M=10 
QC1,1>=<<B-Al/2.P>*<FN(A)+FN(Rll 
MMl=M-1 
DO 1 K=1,MM1 
Q(1,Kt1) = Q(1 1K)/2.0 
l.M=2UCK·-i) 
DO 2 J=i.,LM 
X=A+(i.0+2.0*(J·-1.0)l*<B-Al/2.0**K 
IJAUIE :::FN(Xl*<B-·A)/2. O**K 

2 Q(i,K+l) = Q(1,K+1) t VALU[ 
1 CONTINUE 

15 DO 3 N=2,M 
\6 MN1=M-N+l 
17 DO 4 L=l ,MNl 
18 4 IHN,U=«4. OU<N-1 »*Q(N· i ,L·H.l 
19 iQ(N·-l,Ul/(4.0U<N·il·-1 .0) 
20 3 CONflNIJ[ 
21 ANS=QCM,ll 
22 RF.TURN 
23 END 

1 FUNCTION FN(Xl 
2 C FUNCTION FOR RECX32 
3 COMMON/FUNCT/YX 
4 FSQR=<X**2•YX**2+l.l 
S FN=Xl2.*IFSQR/SQRTUSQRU2··4.*YXn~·'.)··l. I 
6 RCTURN 
7 END 
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i $INPUT CPA=. 24 .,CPG=. 28S ,KA=j. 4 ,KG~-j. 3? ,CTAf: 0-i. 0 ,Ull'-'J .. 0 1 TU=r.41
,., 

2 ETAC=.OO,ETAT=.G7 1 EPS=.?l,ETAP=.?~ 1 fREC~14h0. 1 lSh0. 1 \~60. 1 

3 1760. ,1860.,1960.,EL=1.0,TAMB=S4S. 1 INS=74.32,DC=32.GOO,RHOCOl.~.a, 

4 RAN=\. 1 \0. 1 .20,IDUMP=2,MRAD=~ 1 tREC=\00 1FOD=.6 1Erifl=.? 1 

5 RHOB=.i,OIT=.4,KOI=.03 1 1-!flA:-:J.. 
6 $END 

$!NPUf 
CPA = .24000000[+00 
CPG = .28SOOOOOE+OO 
KA = .1.4000000f+Oi 
KG = .1.3200000E+Oi 
ETAB = .IOOOOOOO[+O~ 
ffH = . lOOOOOOOE • ·OI 
TC! = .S4S00000[ • 03 
RI"' - .00000000[+00 
ETAC = .COOOOOOOE+OO 
ETAT = .8'JOOOOOOE+OO 
EPS = .93000000[+00 
ETAP = .9?000000E+OO 
TRFC = . i4(,00000F.·104, .i'-bOOOOOr:104, . H,bOOOOOL+04, . Pl.OOOOOU 04, 

, i:1!)00000(+04 ! . 1%01)1)1)0[~04, . 00000000[+00 ·' .ooooooooi::::00 1 

. OOOOOOOOLl·OO I .oooooooor.,oo, . OOOOOOOOL·tOO I . 00000000f·f00, 

.00000000[100, .OOOOOOOOE+OO, .00000000[:00, . 00000000::.+on 1 

. oooooooouoo' .oooooooor.100, . ooooonoouoo, . 00000000[-l 0(1, 

.00000000(+00, .OOOOOOOOE!00 1 .oooooonor-::oo, .00000000[+00, 

.OOOOOOOOEtOO 
EL = .i.OOOOOOOE+Oi 
TAMB = .S4500000E+03 
INS = .74320000[+02 
DC = .3?008000[+02 
RHOCOL. = .80000000Et00 
RAN = .iOOOOOOOE+Oi, .i0000000[-(-02, . 20000000UOO, .OOOOOOilOUOO, 

.00000000[100, . OOOllOOOOi:+llO 1 . on o o o o o u~:: o o, . 0000001)1)(+00 ·' 

. oooooooou 00 1 .00000000[+00) .oooooooouoo 
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tOIJMP = t2 
Mf~AD = t2 
IREC = +iOO 
FOD = .60000000E+OO 
£PIS = . 90000000E+·OO 
RHOB = .10000000[+00 
OIT = .40000000E+OO 
KOI = . ~0000000[-0l 
HOA = .10000000E+Ol. 
$END 

RECEIVER TEMPERATURE= i460. 

SUBROUTINE RECEIVER OUTPUT , 

ETARCM = .9374ii28+00 

SUBROUTINE ENGiNE OUTPUT 

ETAEM = .22988188+00 

SYSTEH OUTPUT, 

TREC = .14600000+04 

RAM= .34143679+00 

RPfM = .2,999999+01 

ETA~Y = .21~49~07+00 

RECF.lVER TEMPCRATURE = t560. 

SUBROUTINE RECEIVER OUTPUT , 

ETARCM = .92R67973+00 RAK= .3414ib79+00 

SIJBROUTINE ENGINE OUTPUT 

ETAEM = .2664SO~S+OO RPCK = .?~999999+01 

svr;TEH OUTPUT: 

TkEC = .1S600000+04 ElASY = .?47447~?+00 

REC::IVER TEMPF.RATURf = 1.f,60. 

SUBROUTJNE RErrJV[R OUTPUT 

ETARCM = .9iBC47S~+OO RAM= .3414~679 • 00 
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QRECM = .47044907+05 

WNFM = .IS~b6770+02 

QRECM = .4tb38440+0S 

WNtM = .21112123+0? 

QRlCK = .4tl8lb9040~ 



SUBROUTINE ENGINE OUTPUT: 

ETAEM = .29843490+00 

SYSTEM OUTPUT: 

TREC = .16600000104 

RPCM = .23999999+01 

lTA~Y = .274?1617+00 

R[Cr:I VfR TF.MPERA rtmE = i 760. 

SUBROUTINE RUTJVr:R ClUTPl.11 

ETARCM = .90060Sj4+00 kAM = .3?503?79+00 

'.1IJBROUTINr:: ENG i:NC OIJ f PUT 

ETAEM = .3?71C498+00 

SYSTEH OUTPUT: 

RPCM = .?5999999+01 

T~[C = .17600000+04 ElASY = .?972n19S+OO 

RECEilJER TfMPERATIJRF: = 1.fl60. 

SUBROUTINE RLCCJVER OlJlPlH : 

ETARCM = .89715967+00 

SIJBRrJUTINr: ENGINE OUTPUT 

ETAEM = .35263410+00 

SYSTEH OUTPUT, 

TREC = .18600000+04 

RAM= .32503279+00 

RPCM = .?7999999+0! 

[TASY = .31636909+00 
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WMEM = .2S44407it0? 

\=!RF.CM = . 4S~:.82U,H·l ll'.:, 

WNEM ~ .~1839982+0? 

QRECM = .4SOS45S4+0S 

WN[M = .~U6i470?+0~ 

.. 



RECEIVER TEMPERATURE= 1960. 

SUBROLITJNE RLC[] VF.R Olll PUT : 

ETARCM = .08462008+00 

SUBROUTINE ENGCNE ~ITPUT 

ETAEM = .37S9699~+00 

SYSTEN OUTPUT, 

TREC = .19600000+04 

*** END OF RUN*** 

RAM= .30862B79t00 

RPCM = .?7999999+01 
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WNCM = .4~691?3Vi0? 


